mendip school swimming pool
The mendip school
Location
The proposal illustrated here is for a new stand-alone indoor
swimming pool building located on an area of level ground
south of the existing Mendip School, between the school’s main
entrance and secure play area. This location enables the new
building to have direct access from the school grounds as well as
providing a front door for visitors and easy access for deliveries.

Use
Swimming is an essential skill for pupils at the school to provide
access to community facilities, life-long health and wellbeing
skills and for personal safety. Pupils who access a life skills
curriculum and those with mobility and occupational therapy
needs would make much great-er progress if they were able to
access swimming more frequently and the school could offer
further skill development through life saving lessons, canoeing,
aqua fit etc.

Scale & form
The scale, height and detailing of the proposed swimming pool
building reflect the existing school – single storey with monopitch roof, with eaves set at a similar height. The roof over
the pool hall slopes down towards the south; a lower monopitch roof sits over the main entrance and provides a modest
covered entrance porch. The roofs are designed to contribute
to the overall roofscape of the site.

Having a swimming pool on site will make it possible for all
pupils at the school to go swimming once a week throughout
the year. Currently all pupils have access to swimming but only
if they are able to cope with an hour-long round trip from
school to the nearest suitable facilities.
Internal layout
The proposed building comprises two mono-pitch roof forms.
The larger volume incorporates the pool hall, changing rooms
and plant and a smaller volume houses the main entrance lobby
and ancillary spaces.

An existing mature hedgerow to the south of the site will
screen views of the building from that direction and provide a
degree of privacy to the windows in the pool hall. The glass in
these windows will also be treated to ensure privacy. Longer
views of the new building from the higher ground to the north
will be screened by the existing school.

The layout of the building is simple with key rooms located
around the pool hall, which can be accessed through the
changing rooms or directly from the entrance lobby. The main
equipment plant room is located with easy access from outside
with parking close by.

Materials
The external walls by the main entrance (which faces the
school) will be clad in a matching pale coloured brick. The main
pool hall will have brick at low level and timber cladding above.
This will give the building, which has few windows, a barn-like
appearance appropriate to its rural setting.
The windows will have grey / green powder coated metal
frames, fascias and rainwater goods will be colour-coated dark
grey and the roof mill finished aluminium standing seam, all to
match the existing school.

Facilities
The size of the swimming pool and associated spaces are
based upon those at a similar facility at the Fosse Way School
in Radstock, another Academy run by the Bath & Mendip
Partnership Trust.
The swimming pool is 6.45m wide x 11.8m long with a
maximum capacity of 25 people; depth at the shallow end is
1.05m, increasing to 1.36m.

Landscaping
Some of the existing grass and shrub / hedgerow saplings will
be removed to accommodate the new building; new lowlevel shrubs planted along the east elevation will soften its
appearance when viewed from the car park.

Separate male and female changing rooms can accommodate
a maximum of 30 swimmers between them, in addition there
are dedicated staff changing spaces and an accessible changing,
wc and shower room designed to ‘Changing Places’ standards.

The existing fences, hoop-top railings around children’s play
areas, and mesh fences along the site boundaries will be
adapted to incorporate the new building to maintain security
and create a safe dedicated access for maintenance staff.

A generous entrance lobby includes space for storage of shoes
and coats; there is a pool-side accessible wc, cleaner’s store and
equipment store.
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